We consider dimensional reductions of M-theory on T 7 /Z 3 2 with the inclusion of arbitrary metric flux and spacetime filling KK monopoles. With these ingredients at hand, we are able to construct a novel family of non-supersymmetric yet tachyon free Minkowski extrema. These solutions are supported by pure geometry with no extra need for gauge fluxes and possess a fully stable perturbative mass spectrum, up to a single flat direction. Such a direction corresponds to the overall internal volume, with respect to which the scalar potential exhibits a no-scale behavior. We then provide a mechanism that lifts the flat direction to give it a positive squared mass while turning Mkw 4 into dS 4 . The construction makes use of the combined effect of G 7 flux and higher curvature corrections. Our solution is scale separated and the quantum corrections are small. Finally we speculate on novel possibilities when it comes to scale hierarchies within a given construction of this type, and possible issues with the choice of quantum vacuum.
Introduction
Ever since the turn of the millennium, we have known that our universe is currently undergoing a phase of accelerated expansion driven by the so-called dark energy. The compelling experimental evidence for such a cosmic acceleration is independently corroborated by measurements involving type Ia supernovae [1, 2] , the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation [3] and the Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) [4] . A combination of these observational data resulted in the ΛCDM model of cosmology, which describes the dark energy content of our universe by means of a positive and small cosmological constant.
From the perspective of high energy physicists and string theorists in particular, this has posed the challenge of embedding cosmic acceleration within a UV complete description of gravity such as string theory. The avenue which has been mostly pursued so far is that of finding metastable de Sitter (dS) solutions directly within string theory. The mechanism of flux compactification seemed at the time a very promising tool to achieve this. However, despite some initial enthusiasm, it turned out to be remarkably difficult to provide rigorous constructions possessing dS vacua within a weakly coupled regime.
In fact, all the constructions which are currently available in the literature involve ingredients that are arguably not well under control. Among these, the most successful mechanism is the one proposed by KKLT [5] , where the use of non-perturbative effects is a key ingredient. Their starting point is a "no-scale" Minkowski vacuum obtained within type IIB string theory [6] , in which the universal Kähler modulus encoding information concerning the internal volume is completely unfixed. Subsequently, by invoking non-perturbative effects, one can argue for a new contribution to the potential that non-trivially depends on this field. The final step then makes use of antibranes to lift the cosmological constant to a positive value, thus constructing the desired metastable dS extremum. However, as already anticipated earlier, employing exotic ingredients such as non-perturbative effects or antibranes, has been extensively argued to give rise to instabilities of various sorts. See [7] for a review of the difficulties one may encounter when attempting similar constructions.
On the other hand, stringy de Sitter constructions in general have recently been subject to some skepticism at a much more fundamental level. Possibly inspired by the unitarity and entropy puzzles raised by dS geometry when written in its static patch, one may start wondering whether a healthy theory of quantum gravity should even allow for dS vacua in the first place. In this context, the authors of [8] came up with a "swampland dS conjecture", according to which static dS extrema should be ruled out in any string compactifications. While the conjecture in its original form of [8] provides an O(1) bound on the first slow-roll parameter of any scalar potential arising from a string compactification, the more recent refined versions only put constraints on either the first or the second slow-roll parameter [9] (in line with the original proposals of [10] [11] [12] ). Note that this possibility still leaves room for realizing cosmic acceleration in the form of quintessence, although the bounds are fairly narrow [13] .
Swampland arguments aside, finding an explicit and convincing example of a dS vacuum in string theory, realistic or not, still represents a longstanding challenge for string cosmologists. Going back to the no-scale Minkowski vacuum, as an alternative to non-perturbative effects, one may consider adding non-geometric fluxes to get some non-trivial dependence on the Kähler moduli. Such models do indeed possess metastable dS extrema [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, even though such generalized fluxes were first introduced in [19] based on string duality arguments, a clear perturbative understanding of these objects is still lacking.
Yet another somewhat appealing alternative is that of considering higher derivative corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert term. Thanks to non-renormalization theorems, these corrections are known to only contribute to a shift in the Kähler potential, while the flux induced superpotential remains blind to these effects. This gives rise to a new dependence on the internal volume that could in principle fix it. This strategy has been extensively studied in the context of type IIB compactifications (see e.g. [20, 21] ), where the first non-trivial higher derivative corrections come from an α 3 term containing eight derivatives * . This was computed both by supergravity [22] [23] [24] and matched by string worldsheet techniques [25, 26] for some orbifolds relevant to flux compactifications.
The aim of this paper is to consider reductions of M-theory on a 7-manifold with the inclusion of higher derivative contributions. The form of such corrections was studied in [27] [28] [29] [30] , where the next-to-leading term is found to be given by an R (4) term, together with higher derivative terms involving G 4 factors related to it by supersymmetry and contributing at the same order. Our starting point will be a novel class of Minkowski solutions that are obtained when reducing M-theory on a flat 7D group manifold, with the extra addition of spacetime filling KK monopoles. These solutions possess a non-negative perturbative mass spectrum with the only flat direction being the volume modulus. We are then in the position of invoking higher curvature terms to lift this direction. The advantage of choosing these Minkowski vacua as a starting point, rather than the no-scale solutions in IIB, is that we have a purely real dilatonic flat direction, while in the usual no-scale models the flat direction is a complete complex scalar modulus. This implies that, even after lifting the volume by using higher derivative terms, one would then still be left with an axionic flat direction that can only be lifted by further combining these with non-perturbative effects. Contrary to the IIB setup, we will not need them here.
What we find are fully stable, scale separated dS vacua at large volume. A curious and possibly essential feature, which we elaborate on in the last section, is that the supersymmetry breaking scale set by the gravitino mass, m 3/2 , is higher than the Kaluza-Klein cutoff scale. This means that the spontaneously broke supersymmetry of the low energy N = 1 supergravity theory is not restored before the extra dimensions become important. In particular, the superpartners of standard model particles are not part of the low energy theory. In the last section, we also observe that the quantum corrections are small. Nevertheless, we do point out possible issues related to the choice of quantum vacuum. It will be interesting to confront our proposed dS vacuum with the various versions of the swampland conjectures.
Remaining within the M-theory setup, which is relevant to our present work, it is interesting to put our results into the context of [31] [32] [33] , where it is claimed that phenomenologically appealing particle physics models can be obtained from M-theory compactifications on G 2 manifolds. In particular, in [34] , and more recently in [35] with applications to inflation, it is argued that their analysis can be combined with the achievement of a stable dS vacuum through the use of non-perturbative terms without the need of extra uplifting ingredients such as e.g. antibranes. Similar constructions directly yielding dS have been discussed in [36] [37] [38] [39] using non-geometric as well as non-perturbative terms. In particular [39] discusses how non-perturbative terms can be mimicked by non-geometric terms and vice versa. In this sense though, the special feature of the KKLT construction is that the non-perturbative terms produce a supersymmetric AdS vacuum, which then is uplifted to a dS. The proposal of this paper is radically different than all of the above examples, since it does not invoke any exotic ingredients. It would be extremely interesting to further explore our construction and its compatibility with realistic particle physics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a new class of non-supersymmetric Minkowski solutions arising from M-theory compactified on a G 2 structure manifold. The main feature of these solutions is that they have the overall volume as a flat direction. In Section 3, we first discuss the general form of higher derivative corrections to 11 dimensional supergravity and later specify to the case of our interest. We then propose in Section 4 a mechanism to lift the flat direction using the above corrections, the result being a metastable de Sitter extremum. Finally, in Section 5 we present some general discussion and conclusive remarks, mainly focused on the hierarchies of the different physical scales involved.
The tree-level Minkowski vacuum
M-theory compactifications on twisted toroidal orbifolds have been widely studied in the last few decades [40, 41] . In the special case of T 7 /Z 3 2 [42, 43] , the effective four dimensional description is given by minimal supergravity coupled to seven chiral multiplets, which specify the data of the internal manifold's G 2 structure. In a weakly coupled regime, these models turn out to describe type IIA reductions on T 6 /Z 2 2 , with additional spacetime filling O6 planes. In this limit, the scalar fields within the seven chiral multiplets are to be interpreted as the string coupling, the complex structure, and the Kähler moduli, respectively.
At a general level, models of this type realize SL(2, R) 7 global bosonic symmetry. The scalar sector consists of seven complex fields Φ α ≡ (S, T i , U i ) with i = 1, 2, 3. In the present work we shall focus on the so-called isotropic sector of the theory obtained by identifying the three couplings m-theory type iia fluxes that the distinction between the roles of the three different moduli S, T and U only becomes relevant when taking the weak coupling limit to type IIA. In this limit, the direction labeled by "7" is singled out, while the other six naturally split into 3 + 3 (respectively labeled by "a" & "m"), which are even (odd) with respect to the orientifold involution enforced by O6 || planes. The remaining O6 ⊥ planes realize the Z 2 2 orbifold.
T i as well as the three U i moduli. In this case, the kinetic Lagrangian for the remaining three (universal) complex fields follows from the Kähler potential
L kin = K αβ ∂Φ α ∂Φβ, where K αβ := ∂ α ∂βK is the Kähler metric. The inclusion of fluxes and a non-trivial metric twist induces a scalar potential V for the would be moduli fields, which may be written as
in terms of the above Kähler potential and an arbitrary holomorphic superpotential W, where K αβ represents the inverse Kähler metric and D α denotes the Kähler-covariant derivative.
Though the explicit form of the superpotential is not further constrained by minimal local supersymmetry, the one induced by M-theory fluxes within this particular orbifold is given by [43] 
The eleven dimensional origin of the above superpotential terms as M-theory fluxes is given in Table 1 , while in Table 2 the associated flux tadpoles are discussed, in connection with the corresponding spacetime filling sources.
m-theory sources
iia sources tadpoles 
Finding tachyon free Minkowski extrema
The starting point is to observe [44] that the search for critical points of the scalar potential arising from (3) can be restricted to the origin of the scalar manifold, i.e. where S = T = U = i, without loss of generality. This comes at the price of keeping the flux parameters in Table 1 completely arbitrary, since any non-compact SL(2, R) 3 transformation needed to move any point to the origin would just reparametrize the superpotential couplings in (3). This translates the original problem into that of solving six algebraic quadratic equations in the flux parameters. The next step needed to further simplify the search and identify our family of non-supersymmetric flat Minkowski vacua, is to make use of the Maldacena-Nuñez no-go theorem [45] specified to our case. Practically speaking, one just rewrites the scalar potential (at the origin) as a linear combination of the field equations, plus some residual part which has a definite sign
where λ is a suitable vector of constants, the contracted index I runs over the six real scalars * , and V 0 is a suitable negative definite quadratic expression in the fluxes. This procedure yields
which implies that V | on-shell ≤ 0, thus ruling out dS extrema. Besides ruling out dS vacua, an identity of the form in (4) can be used as a hint to where in parameter space one should look for Mkw solutions, i.e. in those regions where V 0 vanishes * The explicit parametrization that we adopt throughout this work is S = χ + i e −ϕ , T = χ1 + i e −ϕ 1 and U = χ2 + i e −ϕ 2 , while I ∈ {χ, ϕ, χ1, ϕ1, χ2, ϕ2}. identically. In our specific case, taking (5) into account, one is easily lead to the conclusion that Mkw solutions (if there are any!) are confined within a region of parameter space where no gauge fluxes are turned on, but just pure metric flux. Therefore, we will look for critical points in the origin of moduli space, where furthermore
where we can also restrict to the choicec 1 = c 1 , since the both parameters contribute to the same superpotential term. The only non-trivial constraints for Mkw extrema in this case are
The above system of algebraic equations is homogenous, and hence one can always use an overall rescaling to fix e.g. d 0 = 1. After such a procedure, there turn out to exist four independent one dimensional branches of solutions, two of which are supersymmetric and identical, while the other two are non-supersymmetric and still tachyon free for appropriate choices of points. A numerical example thereof is obtained by performing the flux choice in Table 3 and vanishing gauge fluxes. Remarkably, the above Mkw solution is completely free of tachyons, even when checking the non-isotropic directions. This can be explicitly seen in Table 4 , where the complete non-isotropic mass spectrum is computed for our numerical example. As for flat directions, there turns out to be just one, whose existence is directly implied by identity (4) whenever setting V 0 = 0. The actual direction is determined by the vector λ, and in this particular case, it corresponds to the sum of all the dilatons of the theory.
Physically, the class of Minkowski solutions obtained in this way may be viewed as a dimensional reduction of M-theory on a flat group manifold of dimension seven, with the addition of spacetime filling KK monopoles. Alternatively, by virtue of [46] , the effect of including KK monopoles can be resolved into geometry by promoting the internal manifold to a more general G 2 structured manifold. In either case, the overall internal volume remains completely unfixed at this stage, hence we need to supplement this construction with a mechanism that lifts the this flat direction by including new effects which depend on the volume. Table 4 : The complete (non-isotropic) physical mass spectrum for our flat Minkowski solution in Table 3 . The numerical values are calculated as the eigenvalues of
. Note that the eigenvalues with double multiplicity correspond to the non-isotropic modes, while the only exactly flat direction represents the overall internal volume.
Higher derivative corrections in M-theory
The low energy limit of M-theory is described by eleven dimensional supergravity, whose only dimensionful gravitational coupling is given by the 11D Planck length 11 . This theory effectively describes type IIA strings at finite string coupling. A dimensional reduction of M-theory on a circle of radius R 11 yields type IIA string theory, where the 10D string length α ≡ 2 s and the string coupling are determined by α = .
Starting from a perturbative (g s 1) type IIA description, for which the cutoff scale for higher derivative corrections is set by Λ 10 ∼ (2πα ) −1/2 , one might think of going to finite string coupling up in eleven dimensions and determine the 11D cutoff scale from simple dimensional analysis through
which is in particular completely independent of the compactification radius R 11 . This implies that the 11D Planck length may be used to construct a whole tower of local and diffeomorphism invariant higher derivative corrections to 11D supergravity. This would give rise to L-loop contributions to the effective action of the form [30] 
where 2κ 2 11 ≡ (2π) 5 9 11 , R
11 denote some suitable curvature invariants involving 2m derivatives, and the integer labels (n, , m) must satisfy the following constraints
by virtue of dimensional analysis. By specializing (10) to one loop and furthermore truncating the log expansion to zero-th order, we find the following 1-loop effective action
where R
11 ≡ R 11 , i.e. simply the 11D Ricci scalar. However, the above tower of 11D higher curvature corrections is constrained through its relation to type IIA stringy corrections. In particular, if we start from a 2m derivative term in type IIA, this will generically be of the form f (g s )R (m) 10 , where f represents an arbitrary function of the string coupling, which we assume to asymptotically behave as g
By performing a circle reduction of (10), one finds
which only matches the stringy higher genus expansion g
for integer k's if m = 3k + 1. In summary, the first non-trivial 1-loop higher derivative corrections to 11D supergravity are argued to occur at m = 4, i.e.
where the explicit form of the eight-derivative curvature invariant R
11 is given by Equation (44) . For a thorough discussion of the form of the full eight-derivative action of M-theory, including higher order terms in G 4 , we refer to Appendix A.
Before moving to the background specific form of the corrections when reducing on a G 2 structure manifold, it is perhaps worthwhile making a last general comment. We have seen how a term of the form κ
11 may produce a type IIA L-loop correction if m = 3L + 1. Besides this, R (3L+1) 11 will also contribute at tree level in type IIA through a "Casimir-type" term obtained by replacing [30] 
which is indeed a sum of an L-loop and a tree level term in g s .
Corrections to M-theory on G 2 structure manifolds
Let us now specify to the concrete class of M-theory backgrounds preserving N = 1 supersymmetry down in four dimensions, which are known as G 2 structures. Our logic will be that of first understanding the case of 7-manifolds with G 2 holonomy, i.e. torsion free G 2 structures, and their relation to CY 3-fold backgrounds in type IIA. Only later we will move on to the situation of G 2 structures with non-trivial torsion, which is relevant to our work. Thanks to non-renormalization theorems, higher derivative corrections to compactifications preserving 4D minimal supersymmetry can only contribute to renormalizing the effective Kähler potential of the theory, while the superpotential is protected by holomorphicity arguments from receiving perturbative corrections of any sort. On general grounds, corrections to the lower dimensional effective action are expected to only depend on the actual field content of the full quantum theory. For CY compactifications in type IIA, this turns out to be encoded in the topological data of the internal manifold, i.e. the Hodge numbers h (1,1) & h (2, 1) that specify the amount of vector and hypermultiplets, respectively. By taking an orientifold of the these models, we end up with an effective N = 1 supergravity where both the vectors and the hypers reduce to chiral multiplets. The full set of α corrections can then be encoded in the so-called quantum-corrected volume replacing the classical volume modulus in the Kähler potential. This effect produces a (vol 6 ) −1 correction to the Kähler potential at leading order, whose coefficient is proportional to the Euler character χ (M 6 ) of the compact 6-manifold. In [47] both α and g s corrections were studied for type IIA reductions on manifolds with SU(3) structure. Remarkably, the exact form of the corrections was argued to be completely independent of the SU(3) torsion and thus identical to the torsion free CY 3 case.
Moving now to G 2 structures, we again borrow our intuition from [47] and expect to learn something about higher derivatives from the torsion free case. This means that the problem of determining the higher derivative corrections to the minimal theory arising from M-theory on
2 dressed up with G 2 torsion, is related to understanding the resolution of such an orbifold to obtain a smooth 7-manifold with G 2 holonomy [48] . Once this is explicitly constructed, the quantum-corrected volume appearing in the Kähler potential will be governed by the following topological quantity
where the b i 's are the Betti numbers of the 7-manifold. Note that such an invariant also happens to reduce to the usual Euler character when evaluated for special 7-manifolds obtained as
The above object was first introduced in [49] as an odd dimensional generalization of the Euler character that has the property of flipping sign under generalized mirror symmetry. Moreover, the topological invariant ξ also appears to determine the total on-shell 4D trace anomaly through
where E 4 denotes the Euler density.
Returning to the construction of smooth resolutions of the Z 3 2 toroidal orbifold, this can be found in the original constructive proof of [50, 51] . The approach there consists in deforming the original singular orbifold with G 2 holonomy by a "smoothing off" parameter denoted by t. This smoothing procedure generically turns on a torsion. However, it is then shown that taking the t → 0 limit still defines a new perfectly smooth compact manifold with G 2 holonomy. This argument as such further corroborates our intuition that the Betti numbers of our actual G 2 structure manifold will stay the same as the ones computed in the case of vanishing torsion.
In the Z 3 2 toroidal orbifold at hand, the original singular manifold has b 0 , b 1 , b 2 , b 3 = (1, 0, 0, 7), thus yielding a vanishing ξ. The Z 3 2 orbifold action turns out to have eight singular points, the structure of the singularities being T 3 × C 2 /Z 2 . The smoothing procedure then consists in replacing each of the singularities by patches of T 3 × U j , where U j is a regular betti numbers: 4-manifold with SU(2) holonomy that asymptotes to C 2 /Z 2 . These patches might then need to be quotiented by some discrete involution F j , acting non-trivially on the 3-torus as well.
In the case of interest to us, U j is the Eguchi-Hanson space [52] , while the needed involution is a Z 2 . However, its action on the patch T 3 ×U j can be chosen in two topologically inequivalent ways. This arbitrary choice in each of our eight orbifold singularities results in 2 8 = 256 in principle different 7-manifolds, of which in the end only nine are inequivalent. The inequivalent choices can be labeled by the integer p = 0, . . . , 8 counting how many singularities were smoothed out by picking the first choice for the involution. The corresponding Betti numbers of the manifold obtained by this prescription (M (p) 7 ), and the relation to the matter content of the resulting 4D quantum description are collected in *  Table 5 . The resulting ξ for the aforementioned resolved versions of T 7 /Z 3 2 reads
which, in particular can be of either signs, depending on the value of p. The final step is now to write down the general form of the corrections to the Kähler potential, and we are particularly interested in their scaling behavior with respect to the volume modulus, since our final goal is that of stabilizing it by adding such higher curvature effects to the flat Minkowski extremum that we found previously. This is done by evaluating the 1-loop effective action (14) on a background with natural 4 + 7 splitting
where ρ is the volume modulus, while M 7 is taken to be unit volume. Note that the ρ −7/2 factor in front of the 4D metric is needed to yield the 4D Einstein frame upon reduction. At this point, part of the R
11 terms will be of the form R 4 R
7 , thus giving rise to
where c is a numerical constant which will not be crucial to our analysis. The above correction to the effective 4D Planck mass may in turn be viewed as a correction to the Kähler potential K, which reads
* In the table "GM" = "Gravity Multiplet", "VM" = "Vector Multiplet", and " χ M" = "Chiral Multiplet".
where it should be stressed that the only thing that will be crucial in the analysis we perform in the next section, is the fact that ξ(M 7 ) can be chosen to have the right sign, and that the above expression still holds true once a non-trivial G 2 torsion is turned on.
Constructing stable dS
The one-loop corrected Kähler potential of Equation (22) can be written as
where
11 . The addition of ∆K generates a leading contribution (in a large ρ expansion) to the scalar potential of the form ∆V ∼ − e 1 ρ −15/2 . Further corrections to the scalar potential of the form ∼ ρ −21/2 can be generated by switching on a 7-form field strength G 7 . These can be used together to stabilize the flat direction of Section 2. We will discuss this in detail below.
The R (4) corrections and G 2 7 contribution are expected to shift the Minkowski solution form the values in Section 2. In anticipation of this shift, we can perturb the fluxes so that the new superpotential reads
The a 0 term here corresponds to addition of the G 7 flux, while the other fluxes has been perturbed as f → f + δf , where their 11 dimensional interpretation is listed in Table 1 . We choose the fluxes (a 0 , b 1 , c 1 , c 3 and d 0 , which are collectively denoted by f ), to be of the same order (say N ), while a 0 is chosen to be of order N 2 and ρ is taken to be of order N 2/3 i.e.
Taking N to be large corresponds to taking the large volume limit (i.e. large ρ), while keeping the fluxes (i.e. f ) large so that the perturbations δf are automatically small (1/N suppressed) compared to f . The contribution of these terms to the scalar potential, and their effective scaling with respect to N (up to factors of the fluxes determined by the Minkowski solution that we perturb around), are summarized it Table 6 . In the expansion parameter N , the Minkowski solution is established to order 1/N , meaning that the potential in the absence of e 1 , a 0 , and δf is zero up to an overall factor of N −1 ρ −9/2 0 . For large N , the second order term in e 1 i.e. e 2 1 N 2 ρ −21/2 , is therefore subleading compared to all other terms. The term δb 1 N ρ −9/2 is generated from expressions of the schematic form W∆W, and can be made to vanish by choosing a particular relation between the flux perturbations. In the absence of this term, the potential goes as N −3 up to leading order and is a sum of positive terms (∼ a 2 0 and ∼ δb 2 1 ) and a negative term (∼ − e 1 ). The parameters can then be chosen such that the potential has a dS minimum. Let us do this in detail. ∆K ∆W ∆V N scaling To summarize, the perturbed potential in the large N expansion has the form
where a tilde means we have extracted all the N -dependence from those terms, and V x means (except for V Mkw ) that the term has x as a coefficient. We then proceed to derive our solution, which would be approximately de Sitter in the N 1 range, by considering expressions order-by-order in this expansion. To leading order ,i.e. 1/N , we already have a solution which is the Minkowski solution. To second order, i.e. 1/N 2 , we solve each equation of motion which is a set of three linear equations for our six flux perturbations, which originates from terms of the form W∆W that give rise to the V δf terms. The potential is still zero to 1/N 2 order after this step. To third order, i.e. 1/N 3 , we choose the remaining parameters such that the potential is positive at its minimum, and solves the equation of motion along the ρ direction to this order.
Taking e 1 = 1 for example, perturbation to the fluxes can be chosen as in Table 7 to stabilize the ρ direction with a positive vacuum energy
at ρ 0 = 1. By our choice of flux parameters at the 1/N 3 level, the solution has been perturbed slightly in the directions transverse to ρ. Since these directions were already massive before our perturbation, they are still massive to leading order, but the exact position of the minimum has shifted. The new minimum can be determined to the correct order by opening up the other two dilatonic transverse directions ψ 1 , ψ 2 by choosing *
(28) * Note that this choice of parametrization is precisely such that the corrected Kähler potential purely depends on the volume modulus ρ. Generically the explicit form of such corrections might carry a dependence on the transverse dilatonic directions, as well. However, such a dependence will not spoil our perturbative argument here, but would rather only slightly correct the actual position of the dS extremum by N suppressed contributions. Table 3 are scaled with N and perturbed with order 1 numbers. In addition, a constant term a 0 , proportional to N 2 is added to the superpotential.
The ψ a have a perturbation from 1 starting at 1/N 2 and their solution for our example is
Finally we have an approximate de Sitter solution for which the scalar potential goes as V ∼ +O N −3 , while the equations of motion scale as ∂ i V ∼ O N −4 , which gives the first slow-roll parameter as dependence of N as
The second slow-roll is given by the ρ direction and is defined as
It is worth noting that in this perturbative analysis in large N , we have assumed that ρ 0 = 1. However, in reality, when the potential along the heavy moduli ψ a shifts slightly so that the new minimum is not exactly at ψ a = 1 but at ψ a = 1 + O(N −2 ), ρ 0 is also expected to shift slightly from 1. A more exact analysis taking into account this backreaction can be done by doing a numerical computation parallel to the perturbative analysis above. Starting with the fluxes in Table 7 , the equations of motion for the dilatons (i.e. their combinations along the heavy directions ψ a and light direction ρ) can be solved which yields ρ 0 = 0.993 647 398 , ψ 1 = 1.000 000 035 , ψ 2 = 0.999 999 953 .
Since the equations of motion are solved exactly, it is an exact de Sitter minimum. The first slow roll parameter = 0, while the second slow roll parameter η ∼ 0.010. The full mass spectrum, normalized with respect to the volume i.e. K IK ∂ K ∂ J V / |V |, for N = 20 000 is shown in Table 8 . Comparing it to the Minkowski mass spectrum in Table 4 , we see that the heavy directions are the same as before up to scaling (note that the fluxes are scaled with N which scales the Minkowski masses by N 2 . Additionally, unlike the Minkowski case, the masses here are normalized with respect to the potential). Table 8 : Mass spectrum of the de Sitter solution for the numerical example discussed in Section 4.
The complex fields S, T and U are parametrized as in (28), e 1 = 1 and N = 2 × 10 4 .
Higher order corrections with G 4 -factors
In the above construction we have been using R (4) corrections together with a single G 4 component; G 4 is external since we have been using a flux that has its dual G 7 filling the internal space. The simultaneous use of these two terms may be problematic as the complete 8-derivative correction to the eleven dimensional supergravity is not known. This means that there are other terms that may become relevant. In this section we will outline an argument as to why these terms will not contribute. Higher derivative corrections must, as mentioned before, enter via the Kähler potential. There are two ways that this can happen. The first is where a four dimensional Ricci-scalar can be peeled off from the correction term effectively correcting the four dimensional Planck-mass. By this we mean a correction term that has the form
that corrects the Einstein-Hilbert term. The second is where a kinetic term can be peeled off from the correction term, and would lead to a contribution to the Kähler potential via the Kähler metric that defines the kinetic terms in the effective theory. Because of the underlying supersymmetry these corrections must come in a pair where both can recombine into a contribution to the Kähler potential. This means that if we find that there is no way of peeling off an R 4 factor from any term in the full eight derivative correction there is no contribution from these terms to the Kähler potential at all. Using this logic we can consider the explicit expressions that so far are known for eight derivative terms involving G (2) 4 factors using that our G 4 only have external indices. If there is no term from which a Ricci scalar can be peeled off, we know that there is no contribution. For this purpose we have included the known terms in Appendix A. There are four forms of contractions given by t 8 t 8 , 11 11 , s 18 , and Z, that we will now consider in order. 
4 R (3) , with the difference that Riemann tensors with external indices can also be contracted with G 4 . Still, no Ricci scalar can be extracted.
11
The 11 11 R (4) term does give rise to a Ricci scalar factor. The same cannot happen for 11 11 G
4 R (3) however, since the external indices are reserved for G 4 as we only have an external component. Hence there are no remaining external indices to produce a Ricci scalar.
The s 18 is a tad bit more complicated as its full form has not been fully determined.
However, considering Equation (B.19) of [53] which is a decomposition of terms that are part of the proposed expression for s 18 , and we find no term where all indices of a single Riemann have been contracted on itself.
Z Similarly in Z there are only indices that are contracted between several Riemann tensors and hence a Ricci scalar is also absent here.
From this we conclude that our construction has no contributions from terms with a single G
4 factor. This is due to the fact that our G 4 fills spacetime. In any other configuration the
4 R (3) term would have an R 4 that could be extracted leading to a contribution to the Kähler potential consistent with contributions to the kinetic terms from all other eight derivative terms.
The above is only an analysis of the G
4 , which is as explicit as we can be with the current knowledge of the form of the eight derivative corrections. In principle there are higher order terms in G 4 that could possibly contribute. We do find this unlikely, however, since bringing in more factors of G 4 implies that there are more external indices to be contracted, which was precisely why the 11 11 term was protected. Another factor of G (2) 4 would bring in an additional eight external indices that has to be contracted in some way that, which for many terms would be Riemann tensors, again making it impossible to extract a Ricci scalar.
In the event that there would be a contribution found in the eight derivative terms with four G 4 or higher, or that one have been missed due to the possible incompletion of the G (2) 4 contributions, we can still estimate the size these corrections would have. For the 11 11 R (4) term we simply recall
where the E/I labels refer to external and internal, respectively. The analogous scaling for terms with G 4 factors, where a Ricci scalar can be extracted, would be
where G 4 it self scales as
This means that these terms would be as important as the R (4) term when it comes to N , but have a different scaling with respect to ρ. If such terms are there, contrary to our expectation, our construction of a dS vacuum would need to be modified.
Scale hierarchies and loop corrections
In this work we have provided a mechanism for constructing metastable dS vacua within M-theory by making use of higher derivative corrections. Note that this means that our construction maps into a strongly coupled type IIA string background, and nevertheless, at least as far the higher derivative expansion is concerned, we have shown how this is under control in our setup. However, once we have obtained such a dS vacuum, we also need to discuss the relevance of quantum corrections and assess whether or not they affect the stability of the previously found vacuum. A massive scalar with mass m gives a contribution
to the vacuum energy if m Λ, where the cutoff Λ is covariant. See e.g. [54] for a review. In a theory with N = 1 supersymmetry summing over all fermions and bosons, the corrections are given by the Coleman-Weinberg potential [55] 
where the supertrace sums over all bosonic as well as all fermionic degrees of freedom with a weight (−1) 2j (2j + 1), where j is the spin. Even when supersymmetry is broken spontaneously at a scale set by the gravitino mass m 3/2 , one still expects an improved UV behavior due to the structure of the corrections dictated by supersymmetry. In particular, the first term in the above expansion always vanishes due to the matching between the number of fermionic and bosonic dynamical degrees of freedom, while the second term, if present, behaves as m 2 3/2 Λ 2 , and the third term as m 4 3/2 . As for the second term, it may or may not vanish depending on the actual details of a given phenomenological model. This will single out scenarios which are physically more appealing based on naturalness arguments. The appropriate choice for Λ is the Kaluza-Klein mass, m KK , at least if the goal is that of retaining a reliable 4D effective description of our dS model. In [56] this structure was reproduced in the case of various string theory compactifications on Calabi-Yau manifolds.
In our case there are some important differences. We find that the cutoff is given by
where the first factor accounts for the inverse KK radius in string frame, while the second factor is due to the change to 4D Einstein frame. On the other hand, the gravitino mass is given by
with m 3/2 Λ. Hence, supersymmetry is not restored before you reach the scale of the extra dimensions. Physically, this implies that even though the low energy theory is described by N = 1 supergravity, supersymmetry can never be restored in 4D. In particular, there are no 4D superpartners running in the loops and contributing to the renormalization of 4D physical observables. If we then repeat the calculation of the one loop corrections bearing this in mind, we find the leading contribution to be simply given by Λ 4 ∼ 1/ρ 9 ∼ 1/N 6 , if we integrate out all the particles with masses m less than Λ = m KK , supersymmetry is no longer forcing any cancellations to take place. Note that (39) is calculated assuming m, m 3/2 Λ, which no longer is true. We note that these corrections are much smaller than the classical terms, which are of order 1/N 3 . Hence, they cannot affect stability in our scenario where N is taken to be large, even though they might possibly be of phenomenological importance.
To conclude, let us discuss the amount of fine-tuning needed in our model for producing values of the cosmological constant consistent with the current experimental observations. In any realistic theory, we expect Λ 2 M 2 Pl Λ 4 Λ cc . This is a stronger requirement than scale separation, i.e. Λ H, which would just imply Λ 2 M 2 Pl Λ cc . Therefore, we need to fine-tune the contribution to the vacuum energy produced by the classical theory so that you obtain the observed value of the cosmological constant once the loop corrections are added. Depending on the sign of the loop correction, the classical vacuum could turn out to be AdS or dS. In our numerical example we have V = 0.006/N 3 , where the small prefactor guarantees scale separation. To make our model fully realistic we need, at fixed N , arrange for an accidental fine-tuning making the classical contribution so small that it can be almost canceled by the quantum contribution of size 1/N 6 , leaving the observed value of the cosmological constant. We have checked this numerically and there appear to be no obstruction against such fine-tuning in our model.
A possible caveat that has recently been discussed though we have not considered here, is the choice of vacuum when performing the loop calculation. The results in [21, 26, 56] , using Euclidean continuations, implicitly assume the Bunch-Davies vacuum [57] . More precisely, they assume that the quantum state is such that it approaches the Minkowski vacuum at high energies. As discussed in e.g. [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] , and recently in [54] with further references, it is far from clear that this has to be the case, or even can be the case. Particularly in the physically realistic regime, where Λ 4 Λ cc , a possible time evolution of the dark energy will crucially depend on the physics of the quantum corrections and how they might adjust and shift the value of the dark energy, possibly in a time dependent way. This is true even if they remain small and cannot effect stability. These issues need to be understood if one wants to judge our proposal, or any other proposal, of a dS vacuum. Should these issues turn out to have dramatic consequences for any description of a dS vacuum, then one would have to rethink of completely new ways of conceiving dark energy and cosmology. A possibly promising alternative would be to holographically resolve time dependence in one dimension higher, as it has been recently discussed in [67] [68] [69] .
have the contraction composed as [70, 71] 
where R is the curvature two-form R M P = R M P QR dx Q ∧ dx R . While 11 is the eleven dimensional Levi-Civita tensor, the t 8 acts on antisymmetric tensors as
For the terms with G
4 factors, the expressions are less known, see e.g. [53] , where a full expression for the G (2) 4 terms are proposed for Calabi-Yau four-folds. Even though a fully general form for these is not yet known, especially not on the geometry we have considered, we will not need any of these details in this work. The proposed expression is S| G 
where s 18 is some complicated contraction involving Riemann tensors and G 4 's which may be found in Appendix B of [53] . The Z is given by [72] Z = 1 12 R
The t 8 and 11 contractions are here
4 R (3) = t
4 R (3) = AM 1 ...M 10 AN 1 ...N 10 G
The higher G expressions are even less known, and we are not aware of any established contractions for these. Nevertheless, we argued in Section 4 that the form of these terms is not crucial to our analysis.
